Inventor Who Has Developed A
Device That Lets Any Car
Drive 100 Miles Per Gallon
Mysteriously Dies
Some people say Thomas Ogle from the United States designed a
system for any car that allowed the vehicle to travel more
than 100 miles per gallon without any carbon emissions back in
1977. Others say that story is nothing more than a myth.
However, one thing is for sure is that Ogle passed away
mysteriously just months after his work came to light.

Ogle Survived Shooting Attempt But
Died Suspiciously Just Months Later
What is even more strange is the fact that Ogle was said to
have survived one attempt to take his life, only to succumb it
just months later under circumstances that very suspicious.
Three years before his death Ogle had spoken to a journalist,
this was in 1978. He was asked, “Are you afraid of oil
companies or the Arabs coming after you?” Ogle gave the reply,
“No. Not anymore. I’ve had too much publicity. If I’d kept my
invention a secret I might be worrying. But there’s nothing to
worry about anymore.” Little did Ogle know but this wasn’t
true, three years later he would be dead.

Ogle Drove a Car 205 Miles on Two
Gallons of Gas
The story began on April 30, 1977, when Ogle revealed to the
world he could drive a car 205 miles on only two gallons of
gas, effectively meaning he could achieve 100MPG. The test was
carried out using a Ford Galaxie from 1970. Left unmodified
the vehicle gave around 13 miles per gallon. Due to this, the
vehicle was heavily inspected as it was thought Ogle had
hidden fuel tanks inside the vehicle, but he hadn’t. During
the test drive, a witness sat at the side of Ogle and swore

that the vehicle did not stop to refuel in any way during the
test.
The technology invented by Ogle was so marvelous it was
published in the El Paso Time along with other magazines and
publications. This meant the invention of Ogle received
attention around the nation.
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The Vapor Fuel System was given US Patent #4,177,779, said to
be a “fuel economy system for an internal combustion engine
that would revolutionize the auto industry.”
The fuel economy system was described to be used in an
internal combustion engine to be installed in a vehicle and
would do away with the need for use of a conventional
carburetor, gas tank or fuel pump. It was described as working
through engine vacuum drawing vapors of fuel from the vapor
tank, through the vapor conduit along with the equalizer,
which is located in the intake manifold inside the engine.

The tank was made from heavy-duty steel in order for it to be
able to withstand the volume of pressure from the vacuum. The
air inlet valve coupled up to provide control of the
accelerator pedal. The vapor equalizer distributed the air and
vapor mixture into the cylinders for combustion. It was said
that thanks to this the vehicle had lean fuel mixtures while
offering a gas mileage of more than one hundred miles per
gallon.
Professor Gerald Hawkins from Texas A&M University, a
mechanical engineer, was extremely interested in the invention
of Ogle. He said, “This is no hoax.” He went on to say, “Ogle
eliminated the carburetor and achieved what the gasoline
internal combustion engine was supposed to do all along – to
operate off fumes.”
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The invention of Ogle was given the term “Oglemobile”, with
those in the know stating that the invention would
revolutionize the automobile industry. International backers,
vehicle manufacturers, along with oil companies were among
those interested in Ogle along with his invention.
One financier, C.F. Ramsey, asked to purchase the patent from
Ogle along with the marketing rights. Eventually, the pair
came to an agreement, signing a contract allowing the inventor
to continue working on the device with the backing of Ramsey,
who would then take over the patent along with distribution
and development rights of the Oglemobile.

Research and Funding Stopped After
Ogle Opened First of His Car
Centers
However, in 1978, just months after an interview with Ogle the
backer sold to Advance Fuel Systems Inc. This was something
that had been planned between AFS and Ramsey, but which Ogle
had no idea about. Laytner, who was interviewing Ogle said:
“Tom was a bit nervous in my later phone calls, but all
seemed to be well. He would continue receiving $5,000 a month
along with funds for research and development. He’d also get
6 percent royalties when the device came to market. Advance
Fuel’s own engineers would develop the ‘Oglemobile’ for
marketing and in April 1979, a still very ambitious Tom Ogle
opened the first of a planned 1,000 nation-wide diagnostic
car centers.”

The monthly checks soon stopped, not long
his first car center. To his dismay, Ogle
not get any royalties due to the fact AFS
similar device, which was nothing to do with
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Ogle Collapsed and Died on August

17, 1981
Ogle was shot on April 14, 1981, with the assailant never
being apprehended. He survived the shooting, but on August 18
Ogle went to the home of a friend after he had been out
drinking and collapsed. He was pronounced dead at the El Paso
Eastwood Hospital. The death of Ogle was recorded as
accidental/suicide with the coroner’s report suggesting he had
taken alcohol along with prescription pain medication.
https://www.disclose.tv/inventor-who-has-developed-a-device-th
at-lets-any-car-drive-100-miles-per-gallon-mysteriouslydies-347346

Scientists Developed Mass
Production
System
For
Bioengineered Human Livers
Scientists have managed to successfully create a mass
production platform that is biologically accurate which can
overcome some of the biggest barriers for bioengineering human
liver tissues that can be used for transplant into people.
The Yokohama City University in Japan and Children’s Centre
for Stem Cell and Organoid Medicine in Cincinnati gave a
report on December 5. Takanori Takebe MD is the lead
investigator of the study and an investigator and physician at
both of the institutions.

Scientists Have Been Able to
Bioengineer Batches of 20,000 3D
Liver Micro-buds
In the past, scientists have faced challenges that have nagged
them with bioengineering human organs which effective and safe
for therapeutic use said Takebe. Now thanks to the new process
researchers can bioengineer single batches of as many as
20,000 3D genetically matched highly functional liver microbuds.
When these are put together, it means the batch has enough
liver cells along with size to be able to be transplanted into
a person who has liver failure or they can be used for drug
testing. The liver tissues are generated solely from iPSCs,
which are human induced pluripotent stem cells, and this means
that no animal feeder by-products have to be used in the
process when making the cells for research uses. Previously
this had been one of the biggest barriers to scientists being
able to use the cells therapeutically.

Study Will Help People with Final
Stage Liver Disease In The Future
Lead investigator Takebe said that as they are able to
overcome issues in the generation of 3D liver buds that are
highly functional, the production process is close to
complying with the standards, which are clinical grade. He
went on to say that this would allow them to help people who
have liver disease in the final stage. Takebe said that the
goal was to be able to save children who needed to undergo a
liver transplant as they would be able to overcome any
shortage of donors.
The researchers did say that before any clinical trials could
get underway more research is needed and the process needs
refining. The estimation for this is within the next two
years, five at the most. The work on the production process
has been thanks to a team of international scientists, with
the majority coming from Cincinnati and Japan. Studies
undertaken over the past five years have made progress
continually in regards to defining genetic and molecular
blueprints that are precise, which are needed to copy natural
human development. This is going to allow the researchers to
make 3D mini-livers that are functional in the laboratory.
For Takebe and the researchers to be able to overcome the
issue of animal-product feeder cells, they made use of a
formula of molecular and genetic components that had been
fine-tuned. They used a U-shaped bottom micro-well cell plate
that had been custom designed thanks to chemistry techniques
that allowed them to make a structured film that was fine in
the micro-wells, that was able to nurture the liver buds as
they developed.

Prior To This Scientists Had To
Rely On Donors to Grow Liver
Progenitor Cells
Before this, researchers had begun mass production by making
use of iPSCs that came from donors to grow the three different
types of liver progenitor cells that had been needed to make
the healthy livers. Researchers used endothelial, hepatic
endoderm and septum mesenchyme cells. The data from the study
revealed that the progenitor cells were robust and highly
functional and were put into the micro-wells, with the cells
engaging in high levels of cross-communication on a molecular
level to form into 3D liver buds that are self-organizing.
The scientists generated more than 20,000 live microspots in
each of the wells, and they were capable of reaching a
therapeutically viable level that was scalable. Scientists
tested the 3D tissue functionality in mouse models of liver
disease that was genetically programmed, and the functional
organs saved the animals from liver disease.
Research Paper: linkinghub.elsevier.com/…
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Antarctica Secrets | ADMIRAL
BYRD | Land Of Everlasting
Mystery
Antarctica the white continent, and the most mysterious
continent on earth. Just what exactly is this “land of
everlasting mystery” as Admiral Byrd liked to call it, hiding?
Antarctica secrets includes real footage of Admiral Byrd’s
South Pacific Expedition. The footage is fascinating and it
reveals both the harsh conditions that exist on the continent
and the impenetrable wall of ice they encountered. It also
explores the more recent mysterious events that have taken
place on the continent.
Admiral Byrd a seasoned Naval Officer served the U.S Navy for
over twenty two years. He was also an aviator, the single
greatest explorer of Antarctica and an American Hero. He won
many awards and medals throughout his career ,and was a well
respected international public figure. His adventures and
exploration of Antarctica made him a household name and there
are few who have not heard of him. Over the course of thirty
years Admiral Byrd participated in five Antarctica
expeditions.

He spoke of seeing vast unknown ice free lands in Antarctica
and during Operation Highjump, the largest Antarctica
expedition ever undertaken to this day, several oasis were
found, where the waters were warm and the land was capable of
sustaining life. He wrote several books during his lifetime
sharing some of his experiences. After his death a secret
diary surfaced as well, and in that diary Admiral spoke of
seeing mammoth roaming on the plains beneath him as he flew
overhead in his plane, meeting with beings from a different
civilization and many other astonishing things such as finding
secret entrances into an inner earth.

He gave many interviews as well and was quite open at times
about things the government may have preferred he not speak
of. In one interview included in the video above he state that
one expedition was going to Antarctica “to look for some
bases”. What bases he was speaking about is unkown.
Operation Deepfreeze was the last Antarctica Expedition
Admiral Byrd Took part in. That milestone expedition
established permanent bases on the continent and was also the
beginning of a permanent U.S presence on the continent.
So many questions need to be looked at when in comes to
Antarctica. Why the need for so many permanent military bases
by so many countries when military activity is forbidden on
the continent due to the Antarctic Treaty. Why has most of
Antarctica been closed off to the world? In a recent visit
John Kerry who visited the continent signed a pact along with
24 other nations banning all private ships
and citizens from travel to Antarctica’s southern coast for
the next 35 years.

Buzz Aldrin visited as well and supposedly tweeted an alarming
tweet along with an image of one of the recently discovered
pyramids there.
Hopefully someday we will discover the secrets Antarctica
hides, in the meantime we can only wonder and speculate about
what’s really going on there.
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Archaeologists
Discover
Almost
Perfectly
Intact
Biblical City Underwater
Archaeologists have been stunned by the discovery of what is
said to be Corinth, the biblical city, and it is perfectly
intact even though the city was wiped out 1,400 years ago when
a devastating earthquake hit.

Corinth Was Rebuilt In 44 BC
The city of Corinth in Greece was rebuilt by Julius Caesar,
the Roman Emperor, in 44 BC and the city has a great deal of
significance for Christians. Paul, the disciple of Jesus, was
said to have paid a visit and he wrote letters about the time
that he spent in the city, which are in the New Testament.
Now archaeologists have found Baiae, the historic resort,
which is said to be in almost perfect condition. Excavations
underwater at the port of Lechaion in the harbor of Corinth
have revealed the wooden foundations, and they are so well
preserved that they look new.
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Other findings by archaeologists include Roman fishing lines
and hooks, ceramics and wooden pulleys from Turkey and
Tunisia. The experts believe that they may have uncovered an
ancient lighthouse too, which has been depicted on coins that
were said to have been from that era, and another monument. A

huge earthquake destroyed the region, and this saw large
sediment layers cover over the artifacts, which meant that
they were not destroyed by the decay, despite them being
ancient.

The excavations have been made through the Lechaion Harbor
Project and the director Bjorn Loven, said that for two
decades he had been searching for that perfect archaeological
context in which all organic material that is not found on
land has been preserved. He went on to say that there is now a
huge potential for finding discoveries that are more unique
and it blows the mind.

Two Harbors Connected Corinth with

the City
Officials in Corinth constructed the harbor towns of Kenchreai
and Lechaion so that they could take full advantage of the
distance from the ocean in Greece, which was a two-mile
distance. The two harbors connected the city with many trade
networks in the Mediterranean along with aiding in it becoming
among the wealthiest and most powerful cities in the region.

The archaeologists have also found huge blocks which weigh as
much as five tons, and these were said to have been used to
separate basins in the port. They are hoping to make use of
research to learn how much Lechaion has changed during
different time periods of history.
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Body Part Trade In Detroit?
Possible Human Organs Found
At Wastewater Plant
It is possible that human organs may have been found at a
wastewater plant in Detroit. The Medical Examiner for Wayne
County said that police had found unknown tissue at the water
facility. The organ found has not been identified and a
spokesperson said that it might take many months before they
get identification.

Object May Be A Human Kidney

The disturbing news broke when a worker came across what
appears to be an organ from a human being. This is the second
in as many days and it was said that it appears to be a human
kidney. Police gave confirmation that they had attended the
scene at 9300 W. Jefferson on Friday and they discovered what
seems to be an organ from a human body.
Police said that employees had made the gruesome discovery on
Friday night at Pump Station No. 1 located on the south side
at No 2 Bar Rake. Evidence experts from the police were sent
to the water plant and collected the suspected human organ and
it was taken to the Medical Examiner’s Office in Wayne County.
The organ is going to be fully examined and this should
determine whether or not the organ comes from a human or an
animal.
The Great Lakes Water Authority is behind the maintenance of
the plant and they said that an object was discovered at the
plant on Friday and then another object, said to be of a
nature that was similar, was located on Saturday. The police
were also called to the scene upon the finding of the second
object and they took it to the office of the medical examiner.

No details have been given about the second object found.

Organs Were Found In Wastewater
Screening Area
The Great Lakes Water Authority did issue a statement which
said that staff members had located an object in the
wastewater screening area of the Water Resource Recovery
Facility. This is a region at the plant that is able to filter
out any debris from the water prior to it going through the
treatment process. They went on to say that members of staff
called the Detroit Police Department and they came and took
the object. The second object was found in the same area and
again the staff called the police.

It has been said that the findings do not have any effect on
the water treatment process and if people have any questions
about the investigation they should call the Detroit Police
Department.
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